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Easter holidays
Would’ve loved to have a break
But need to pass SAMST
- A Haiku
Jokes aside, hopefully you all had a good midsem break, and got
the things you needed to get done crossed of your to-do lists. I
certainly did – don’t ask me how many times I got boba tea during
my week-long stay up in Auckland. When are we going to get any
decent places in Palmy?!

Anyway, it’s great to be back – I hope you all enjoy this year’s first
issue of Nose to Tail!

- Julia Burton & the Nose to Tail team

From the

PRESIDENT
After a long, hot summer of unpaid placements, farm prac work
and hopefully earning a dollar here and there, I hope you are all
settled back into Palmy life, and are motivated for a great year
ahead (hopefully remaining COVID free). I have no idea where
the first half of semester one has gone, but boy has it been busy!
Stepping up to MUVSA President this year has been a great
opportunity, and I have already been involved with so many
amazing people, witnessing all the hard work that goes on
behind the scenes.
The Class of 2022 celebrated their “three-fifths” day in style, with
the first weekend back at university spent in the adventure-filled
destination of Lake Taupo. Due to COVID, this weekend did not
get underway at the traditional time - it was moved forward to the
start of 2021. With the hot summer weather, the move of this
date was well reciprocated, and the Class of 2023 are aiming to
have their celebrations at the same time next year.
MUVSA has also had our first community day of the year, organised by our amazing (new)
sustainability liaison Lauryn Somerville. The river clean up was organised with the Palmy Plastic
Pollution Challenge group, where we helped them clean up the stretch of Te Kawau. From cans to
road cones, kettles, clothes, and tyres, the dedication of our students to cleaning up this area was
exceptional, and well received by the community.
We’ve also had several club events underway this semester. Keep an eye out on the Facebook
page and events calendar on the MUVSA website for upcoming club seminars. MUVSA and the
wellbeing team are also planning a joint event, so stay posted!
We’ve now all seen the exciting promo video for Mr Vet 2021 (Friday 23rd April), with a mysterious
David Attenborough spin. Make sure you get your tickets and get behind the class of 2023
fundraiser. We’ve also got grad week coming up, which will be a great chance to catch up with the
Class of 2020, and hear all about life as a new grad! Also coming soon are BVSc 3’s Quiz night, a
happy hour and a movie night. There’s still a lot of fun ahead for semester 1, so get involved, study
hard, and most importantly look after yourself.
Tatjana Wagner

CLUB TALK
CATCH-UP

MSWCC

Cloven Hoof

SVECCS

For the vet student unsure of
whether small animal or large
animal clinic is for them, the
MSWCC is a club that offers up
a new pathway.

March 10th was the day that
Paul Chamber’s brother, Greg,
came to Massey. (Note - not
actually his brother.)

The Student Veterinary
Emergency and Critical Care
Society (SVECCS) have started
2021 with a bang, already
having had two club talks. If you
haven’t already heard about
SVECCS, they are a club who
aim to promote the education
and involvement of veterinary
students in various areas of
emergency and critical care
medicine.
The first talk of the year was with
Steve De Grey about the Vet
Emergency Response Team and
emergency situations they’ve
been involved with. The second
was a talk about equine colic
with Stuart Gordan. Attendees
learnt about various types of
colic, their diagnosis, and their
management in emergency
situations.

The most recent talk by Kelly
Buckle gave us an insight into
what a wildlife vet can
accomplish. Her work with
Ground squirrels, Maui dolphins
and Hoiho are few of the many
accomplishments she has in her
field. Other talks we’ve had so
far include the development of
Wildbase Hospital (Massey’s
very own Wildlife hospital!) by
the director – the well known
and loved Professor Brett
Gartrell himself.
Pop by for their next talk to
discover if wildlife is the new
and exciting pathway for you!
- Ananya Sam

Drawing off his experience as
manager at Zoetis, he
educated us on how Bovine
Viral Diarrhoea (BVD) is spread
through farms, as well as how
we as vets can best advise
farmers on how to combat it
and prevent spread. He also
provided techniques and tips
on how to evaluate treatment
options for BVD and other
diseases.

For anyone who is interested in
learning more about large
animal practice be sure to
attend future Cloven Hoof
group talks in SSLB3!
- Amos Mankletow

Their next talk is hosted by the
group HUHA (Helping You Help
Animals), so be sure to keep an
eye out for it!
- Jack Cameron

(A LITTLE OVER)

HALFWAY TO
FREEDOM
Words Bianca Mercer

After a few false starts, the class of 2022 finally got to experience the infamous Halfway Day. Many of us
started the weekend off with a drive up to Taupō at 4am, just following the first happy hour of the year. Now I
am not a morning person - just ask my flatmates. So, when my friends said they had booked us in for the 7am
skydive I wasn’t too impressed. However, it did minimise the time I had to dwell on the fact that I was about to
jump out of a plane from 12,000 feet in the air.
Would I describe myself as an adrenaline junkie, you may ask? Well, not exactly. I am much too sensible to go
chasing a chemical reaction in my brain at the risk of death. Would I ever pass up the opportunity to go
skydiving on the cheap, however? No, I wouldn’t, much to the dismay of my height-fearing father and safetyconscious mother. So the day came that I was to finally jump out of a plane, and after sending all my loved
ones an “I love you” message (just in case), we boarded the tiny ten-person plane and took off. After that, it
was all a blur of jumpsuits and bodies as each of us was strapped tightly to an instructor who towed us around
like a rag-doll full of feathers. Slide. Smile. Whoosh. That is all I remember of my final ten seconds before
being thrown out of the plane. Although the sensory overload has rendered my memory of the moment a bit
hazy, I did get a good photo to remind me of the amazing once-in-a-lifetime experience.
I still remember writing the article about the third years’ Halfway Day while I was in second year and focusing
solely on the skydive because, well, that’s the memorable part, right? But to be honest, the best part of this
weekend was less about the activities and more about the people. Our class spent time hanging out by the
lake, doing a pub quiz which somehow involved half the guys stripping down to their underwear (why do vet
events always seem to end up this way?) and getting lit at a Spanish bar with cheap drinks. Overall, this was a
highly successful weekend and one that I hope to remember for years to come. Although, given that the
details of Saturday night are patchy already, I do not have high expectations.

Getting our
hands dirty
On Saturday 27th March, more than 60 brave vet
students took on the task of cleaning a portion of
the Te Kawau Stream near Amberley Avenue. On
arrival at the stream, I was told by the Palmy Plastic
Pollution Team that there might not be enough
rubbish to keep us entertained for our planned 45
minutes of rubbish collection. However, once our
team of vet students arrived – dressed in gumboots
and ready to get their hands dirty – we were
shocked by what we managed to find.
With the warning to treat the water as though it was
the worst crypto cow, vet students were soon
wading to the rims of their gumboots. Although the
Plastic Pollution team worried that students would
be put off by wet feet and would prefer to remain
out of the water, we soon showed them our BBgrog
mentality - don’t think about what’s in the water and
it can’t hurt you (or cause days of diarrhoea).
In true vet student fashion we were perfectionists –
refusing to leave even one scrap of rubbish behind!
We were soon dragging traffic cones, car tyres and
even garden furniture from the grimy depths. After
an hour and a half (much longer than expected) we
had to bribe students to leave the stream with the
promise of warm sausages, hash browns and, a $50
prezzie card.
By the end of the morning we had collected 14
bags of rubbish weighing in at 109kg along with 5
car tyres, 4 road cones, tonnes of wood and metal
poles, a kettle, a chair, a pillow, a bike wheel, a high
heeled shoe and some random items of clothing.
The plastic pollution team were amazed by the work
we put in with some organisers commenting that we
were the most thorough and borderline obsessive
group they had ever worked with!
- Lauryn Somerville | MUVSA Sustainability Liaison

MEET THE BOYS…
Ella Donaldson & Amos Mankletow

Next week, one of the most anticipated events of the Vet School year is upon us. The Mr Vet
title is once again at stake, with this year's burlesque theme sure to draw the masses. The
lube smoothies have been made, mankinis dusted off, and the bribes ~delivered~ to the
judges ahead of what is sure to be something of a spectacle next Friday night.
We caught up with a few of the boys ahead of the big day to see how the prep is going, and
what they really think of their mums.

Name: Charlie Fairman
Class: BVSc 2022

Who do you think is your biggest competition?
Myself.

Do you have any special messages for the
judges?
My goal for the year was to get over 50% in
something. Can it please be this?

What makes you think you have what it takes to
be Mr Vet 2021?
The quality of the past winners.
Rate your mum?
*Mimes tits* 7.5/10.
Name: Gatien “Gecko” Cremades
Class: BVSc 2022

Go to pick up line?

I don’t do pick ups. Delivery only ;)

Who is your biggest competition?
Charlie.

Rate your mum?
I’m a man of words, not numbers.
Name: Peter Kennedy
Class: BVSc 2023

Who is your biggest competition?
My fragile ego, and Chase’s massive arms.
Any special messages to the judges?
Danny’s face is going to be a lot closer to my c*ck
than he thinks.

Go to pick up line?

Are you a vegetable or is that just a wheelchair?

Rate your mum?
Over 9000/10.

Name: Chase Jordan
Class: BVSc 2023

Go to pick up line?

Name: Markian Plawiuk
Class: BVSc 2024
What makes you think you have what it takes to
become Mr Vet 2021?
My chiselled jawline, well-defined 8-pack, 22-inch
biceps and massive c*ck.
Any special messages for the judges?
Full service. $150 an hour. DM me.
Go to pick up line?
I normally go for 9s and 10s, but for you, I’ll make an
exception.
Rate your mum?
10.
Name: Madison Surridge
Class: BVT 2021
Who is your biggest competition?
Alcohol poisoning.
Go to pick up line?
Are you ketamine? Because I’m rigid.
Have you done any special preparation for the
competition?
No, I didn't know I was in [the competition] until this
morning.
Rate your mum?
Solid 10.
Name: Kugan Thevar
Class: BVT 2021
Go to pick up line?
If God made anything prettier than you, I hope He
kept it for himself.
Are you doing any special prep for the bikini walk?
Let's just say there will be Paua shells involved…
What inspired you to want to become Mr Vet?
I felt that, being in the last Vet Tech class ever, it
would be worthwhile to put on a good show one last
time for myself and my Tech family.

I’d rate you nine out of ten, and you’ll get one later.

What makes you think you have what it takes to
become Mr Vet 2021?
Excellent flexibility and good hip motility.

Are you doing any special preparation for the
competition?
I’ve booked a full brazilian for the day before.

What inspired you to pursue Mr Vet 2021?

Venus entered Taurus, the stars aligned. I feel like it’s
my destiny.

Rate your mum?

9/10. Lovely, but I wouldn’t sleep with her.

As evidenced by the above responses, the calibre of
contestants continues to improve with each year. If
you are even remotely interested in witnessing two
males from your cohort, cripplingly close to full
nudity, attempt to dance, speak coherently, and
arouse their middle-aged lecturers, make sure you
get yourself a ticket for next Friday. It is sure to be a
night to remember (unless you are a contestant, in
which case, it is unlikely that you’ll remember
anything).

Thanks to all the boys involved for giving their time to
us, and to the organisers, Kristi Burton and Hayden
Linton, for their hard work.

Aries (Mar 21 – Apr 19)
As Jupiter, Neptune and Scorpio are
all rising this cycle, the night sky
and your life will become
congested. Get to LATU early if you
want to find space to park.

Taurus (Apr 20 – May 20)

Tips & Tricks for dealing with

Stress

Your natural empathy means that
you commonly experience the
trauma of others for yourself.
Another reason to ask the nurses to
do the enemas.

Gemini (May 21 – Jun 20)

Catherine Nelson in collaboration with the Vet Wellbeing Initiative

Stress is something that most of us experience regularly.
Much like diarrhoea, it pushes us to move quickly in the
short-term, but over time it can be incredibly exhausting
and harmful to our health, both physically and emotionally.
Following the stress management workshop and with midterms approaching, here’s some tips to feel less
overwhelmed by the tidal wave of work that never seems to
end.

Make time to do things you enjoy.
Taking time for yourself is the best thing you can do and
you don’t have to justify it to yourself. It’s been proven
many times to increase productivity - far more than
continuing to sit at your desk trying to slog it out. So curb
that instinct and remember that self-care is not selfindulgence. It’s self-preservation.

`

Make a break, a break.
When you are taking time for yourself, don’t carry those
unfinished notes around with you. We’re not talking
physically either, but mentally. There is nothing else you
can do about them while you’re on a break. Leave them
alone and enjoy the moment.

It seems like life is on fast forward
and you just cannot keep up with
the pace. Sounds just like surgery
lectures, even played at 0.5x.

Cancer (Jun 21 – Jul 22)
Some changes are coming your
way… perhaps one of the eligible
bachelors competing in Mr. Vet will
notice your face in the crowd?

Leo (Jul 23 – Aug 22)
You may feel like your life is getting
a bit monotonous at the moment.
Now is the perfect time to try some
new experiences: yoga, meditation,
contracting giardia…

Virgo (Aug 23 – Sep 22)
Your perfectionist nature may
prevent you from asking valuable
questions for fear of looking stupid.
Go on, ask where the gall bladder is
in a horse.

Libra (Sep 23 – Oct 22)
Don’t let old habits come back to
haunt you. Remember, they can’t
live-stream lectures from AH2.

Scorpio (Oct 23 – Nov 21)
This cycle may see you getting in
the groove and not wanting to stop.
Breaks are important. Especially if
we’re talking about alcohol at a
happy hour.

Sagittarius (Nov 22 – Dec 21)

Practice mindfulness.

Mindfulness is increasingly topical these days, especially
when we’re living in the fast lane and are constantly
thinking about where we need to be next and what we
need to take*. But that leaves us no time to enjoy what is
happening right at this moment, and we end up missing
the best parts of the day. You don’t have to do a formal
meditation; sitting down and saying “Ommmmmm” for a
while. Just notice what’s around you, how nice the weather
is (because that is a rarity in Palmy), how colourful the
garden is that you walked past and how tuneful the birds
are today. You’ll be surprised at how much you usually
miss.
*Vet Well-Being Initiative takes no responsibility for lab coats
forgotten as a result of following this advice.

You’re naturally honest, open
minded, and emotionally
intelligent. But don’t rely purely on
your charm – remember to actually
prepare something for your
simulated consults.

Capricorn (Dec 22 – Jan 19)
It’s time to seize the day, Capricorn,
whether that means waking up at
6am for a run, or shotgunning a
RedBull at 8am – it’s up to you. You
could do both, too.

Aquarius Jan (20 – Feb 18)
This cycle may see you become the
talk of the town – watch yourself
during the happy hour, and during
calving too, just for good measure.
Can never be too careful with you
lot.

Pisces (Feb 19 – Mar 20)
Embrace your inner fish. When the
going gets tough – just keep
swimming!
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